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Bristol, United Kingdom, 4 June 2024

Dear Hiring Manager,

I'm reaching out to express my keen interest in the entry-level Digital Marketing position at Brightwave, as advertised on Reed.

Recently graduating with a Bachelor of Science in Marketing from Bristol University, I am eager to apply my strategic and

creativity skills to assist your team in reaching your marketing targets.

My studies have provided me with a robust understanding of fundamental digital marketing aspects, such as SEO, SEM,

content marketing, social media marketing, and analytics. Completing courses in Digital Marketing Strategy, Social Media

Marketing, Web Analytics, and Content Creation has prepared me to implement successful digital marketing campaigns

effectively. My practical experience extends to utilising Google Analytics, AdWords, Hootsuite, and WordPress tools

pro�ciently.

In my digital marketing apprenticeship at Atlas Copco, I supported the Campaign Manager in devising and implementing

robust strategies, aiding clients in discovering novel methods to promote their enterprises. Through exhaustive market

research and applying my SEO insights, I created a content strategy that noticeably boosted their web traf�c and enhanced

social media engagement. This apprenticeship further honed my capabilities in creating digital content, data analysis, and

communicating effectively with stakeholders. My key achievements included:

Performing keyword research and re�ning website content, which resulted in a 20% uptick in organic search traf�c.

Created and planned social media content, achieving a 25% growth in audience engagement.

Evaluated campaign performance data and generated detailed reports for guiding future marketing efforts.

Brightwave's reputation for pioneering marketing solutions and dedication to outcomes resonates with me profoundly. My

diligent work ethic, drive, and digital marketing passion are in harmony with your company's mission. The emphasis Brightwave

places on inventive campaigns that yield tangible success is particularly thrilling to me, and I am eager to bring my

contributions to your team.

I appreciate you considering my application. My CV is attached for your perusal, and I am looking forward to possibly

discussing my �t for this role in more detail during an interview.

Best regards,

Dexter Saunders
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